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workers for children, and to the psychology of home-finding
as it may affect both the worker and the foster parents. As
she admits, home-finding is only one part of child placement,
and knowledge concerning it should be fitted into place in
the larger pattern. She rightly regards the reason of a would-
be foster parent for wanting a child as a vital indication of
what kind of a person he is and what kind of a foster parent
he will be ; her first chapter therefore deals with the wishes
of parenthood and some of the chief emotional patterns that
are favourable or unfavourable. She then passes to the situa-
tion of the home-finder interviewing a prospective foster
mother, and the converse one in which the home-finder visits
the prospective home. She gives useful warnings on the assess-
ment of references, and much help in the difficult and some-
times painful task of refusing a foster parent. In the United
States home-finding in wartime has been expanded by the
needs of families whose fathers have left for military service
and whose mothers have to go to work and can no longer
give sufficient time to the home. It has not yet assumed the
tensity of our evacuation problems. Nevertheless much of what
Miss Hutchinson says under this head is fully relevant to us,
especially her emphasis on the need for trained social workers
to back up the foster parents. She calls her book in a subtitle
" A Point of View on Homefinding," and it is a very wholesome
and down-to-earth point of view, expressed in clear and
readable language. The long extracts from case material and
the bibliography, characteristic of American technical literature,
are definitely helpful. Every social worker who has to place
children should read this book; it will give her not only some
useful practical hints but several new slants on this difficult
work.

CHOLESTEROL AND THYROID DISEASE
A Clinical and Experimental Investigation of the Blood Cholesterol Content
in Myxoedema and Other Conditions. By E. R. Stokes, Ch.M., F.R.A.C.P.
Sydney: Australasian Medical Publishing Company.

This small book is the reprint of an M.D. thesis, and though
it adds little that is new to the subject, it will prove a useful
text for reference for those interested in either cholesterol or
diseases of the thyroid gland. The author found a mean serum
cholesterol level above 250 mg. per 100 c.cm. in four groups of
cases-myxoedema, xanthomatosis, Bright's disease, and diabetes
mellitus. Estimation of the serum cholesterol is of great value
in the diagnosis of myxoedema, as the level is invariably high
in untreated cases and decreases on treatment. It is a better
indicator of the disease than the basal metabolic rate because
it can more easily be determined satisfactorily without th:'
co-operation of the patient. The hypercholesterolaemia of
myxoedema is not due to deficiency of plasma protein, and it
is more closely related to the degree of myxoedema than the
depression of metabolism. Neither the mucoid infiltration
nor the excess of cholesterol is affected by stimulating the
metabolism by nitrophenol or nitrocresol, and there is no
evidence that they are related to the low blood volume, whiclh
is probably a direct effect of the fall in the metabolic rate.
The rise in the cholesterol of the blood and the mucinous
infiltration of the tissues are difficult to produce by ablation
of the thyroid in animals or man, but this may be largely
a matter of duration of the disease. Certainly both symptoms
quickly respond to thyroid medication, and the blood cholesterol
is low in thyrotoxicosis.

Notes on Books
The second edition of Dr. ALFRED PINEY'S Sternial Punctiure
(Heinemann; 15s.) shows a great improvement both in text and
in illustrations. It provides for the student a convenient review of
information which is scattered over a wide literature. It will have
less appeal for the professional haematologist, who may nevertheless
have to admit that Piney's somewhat informal approach does seem
to appeal to the beginner. And once the student has been success-
fully introduced to sternal puncture, he can go on learning out of
the book of Nature. The pictures of the white cells are fairly
uniformly good, but those of the nucleated red cells do not really
do justice to the technique and would not be a great deal of help
in the actual counting of marrow films. The bibliography might
have been preceded by references to some of the general reviews
of sternal puncture, such as Bodley-Scott's article and Schulten's
monograph, which represent the high-water mark in text and figures

respectively. More detail would also have been welcome on the
technique of sternal and bone-marrow transfusion, on which Dr.
Piney has written interestingly elsewhere.

Sir COMYNS BERKELEY'S Gynzaecology for Nurses and Gynaeco-
logical Nursing has reached a ninth edition (Faber and Faber;
8s. 6d.). This very useful textbook first appeared in 1910. The
subject-matter has been thoroughly revised for the new edition, parts
have been rewritten and many paragraphs simplified. The author
in his preface says he has always taken advantage of suggestions
made by reviewers and acknowledges the help thus given to him.
Acting on a hint h this column he has taken the opportunity to
revise the index, and the main references now appear in heavier
type. The appendix on blood transfusion has been remodelled and
brought up to date, including a description of the Rh factor.

Dr. E. NOBLE CHAMBERLAIN has now revised his popular Textbook
of Medicine for Nurses (Oxford University Press; 21s.) for a fourth
edition. It continues to give up-to-date information on the medical
disorders in a form which supplies nurses with all they need to know
on causation, symptomatology, and treatment. It has a good index,
a glossary, excellent illustrations, and some useful summaries in
tabular form in the appendix. Yet with all this there seems to be
something lacking-namely, an outlook which takes in the social
aspects of medicine. Two pages on " causation of disease " at the
very beginning of the book gives no idea at all of the environmental
or psychological causes of disease. The author is too good a
physician to be unaware of the new orientations in the medical
world; perhaps his next edition will be extensively rewritten with
this criticism in mind.

Preparations and Appliances

SULPHANILAMIDE POURER FOR LOCAL USE
Mr. J. A. EAST, B.Sc., M.B., F.R.C.S., writes:
Mr. Hamilton Bailey and myself have been using the

sulphanilamide pourer described here with entire satisfaction.
It is simple and efficient, and does not waste powder.

10 g. of sulphanilamide powder are put in a bottle with a
screw cap. The bottle has an inner cap with an eccentric hole
in it, and is put in a carton and sterilized. The top and the
bottom of the carton are held together with a strip of self-
adhesive tape.

A. The sulphanilamide pourer as B. The carton is removed and the
supplied in a carton. The inside of bottle is dropped on the sterile
the carton is sterile. trolley. The screw cap is shown

tindone.

C. Top view of the bottle, show- D. Sulphanilamide powder is
ing the hole through which the being poured on the wound.
powder comes out.

When the powder is needed, an " unsterile " nurse opens the
carton and drops the bottle without touching it on the sterile
trolley. The surgeon can pick up the sterile bottle and use it.
Whatever remains in the bottle is still sterile and can be used
in the wards.

This pourer, with 5 g. of the powder as above, or containing
0.5 g. proflavine in addition, has been made for us by Genatosan,
Ltd., of Loughborough. I thank Mr. P. Berry, medical superin-
tendent of the County Hospital, Chatham, for permission to
publish this account.
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